Helpful Tips

We want to help you make the most of your time here on campus, below are a few tips:

Pre Info Table:

- Bring a tablecloth, preferably one that displays your company name (we will provide a 6’ table and 2 chairs)
- Bring large display items to grab students attention, include something that indicates the majors you are seeking
- Have something tangible to distribute that describes the internship or job and how to apply
- A candy bowl draws students in since it's an excuse for them to approach the table
- Some form of a handcart will be helpful in transporting your materials from the parking location to the scheduled event location

During Info Table:

- Make sure your display items are visible and obvious
- Even if they do not seem interested, seek the students out—engage, say hello, ask them about their major, class standing, career interests
- Understand the ebb and flow nature of class time, during the flow, stand up and come out in front of the table to engage students
- Give a brief overview of your company, open positions, etc.